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Wallick Investments hosts
private J Henry Fair South Carolina Coastline
Photography tour
Columbia, SC • October 25, 2016 - Nationally-ranked Wallick Investments, LLC, a South Carolina-based
Registered Investment Advisory firm, had another in its series of events connecting art and science by hosting
a private tour Wednesday, October 12th of “Eyes on the Edge: J Henry Fair Photographs of the South Carolina
Coast” at the Columbia Museum of Art. This is a powerful retrospective set of 27 large, high definition
photographs depicting Fair’s aerial views of development and Man’s commercial activities infringing on the
natural beauty of the Charleston-area coastline landscape where he grew up.
As a well-known photographer and “propagandist” currently living in New York City and Berlin, Fair felt it
appropriate today to show, through actual observances and photography, what the coast empirically looks
like in selected commercially inhabited coastal areas— through his lens. Fair’s perspective and artistic
process, from decades of experience, is similar to what Wallick Investments brings to investing when
searching for what works on Wall Street. Wallick Investments attempts to avoid conjecture and emotion in
order to focus in on actual experience and quantitative scientific evidence for the true benefit of the investor.
The Hobbs Advisory Group was the co-sponsor of the evening, which had over 30 art enthusiasts on hand,
who learned many new environmental facts from the exhibition and enjoyed a Low Country Boil meal,
presentations and good conversation. Among the presenters was none other than Christian Thee, a treasure
in the art world in New York, Columbia and internationally for over five decades— introduced by Wallick
Investments’ partner and CMA patron, Marc Murray (above). Christian discussed his imagination and some
of the set design “science” around how he created the beloved Orientation Room at the Columbia Museum
of Art, which continues to be enjoyed by thousands each year.
Wallick Investments and The Hobbs Advisory Group closed the evening with tips and cautious financial
market updates, stressing the need for strategies to protect client finances from damage. Clients rely on both
firms to deeply understand the landscapes of their investment and financial situations.
Wallick Investments is proud of its over 10-year history and strong track record— receiving top-ranked
Morningstar 4 and 5-Star designations throughout that time period. Also, Money Manager Review ranks
Wallick Investments’ Core Growth Composite #7 in the nation for 7-year performance among multi-cap
core/blend managers. This supports Wallick Investments’ success thus far in achieving its overall singular
goal: to add value to client accounts through performance of the trusted investments that clients designate
Wallick Investments to make for their benefit. Such simplicity and expertise has been a hallmark of the firm
to date. For more information on WI Core Growth and additional Wallick Investments high-quality equity
strategies, including dividend and small-cap portfolios, contact Wallick Investments at 803-699-9400 or visit,
www.wallickinvestments.com.

